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BMC TrueSight

Stay ahead of the market with superior IT analytics,
critical insight, and predictive performance
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

KEY FEATURES

BMC TrueSight is the availability, performance, and capacity management solution
that keeps business services competitive with insights based on powerful analytics.
TrueSight addresses the past through root cause analysis, the present through
real-time analytics, and the future through predictive planning.

• Industry-leading event management

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
IT is coping with many new technology trends, such as mobile, cloud service
delivery, virtualization, and big data. These trends are driving a need for a
seamless, insightful IT experience—necessitating a more powerful, holistic,
and integrated approach to IT performance and availability management. With
each leap in the digital evolution, IT must respond—or risk losing customers
to companies that can.

BMC SOLUTION
BMC Truesight provides granular insight into infrastructure health and
performance through a single pane of glass. With TrueSight, you can anticipate
capacity requirements from existing and future workloads—optimizing resources
to avoid overspending and control risk. You’ll gain comprehensive visibility—
from device to application and from systems to services, whether running
on a traditional, private, or hybrid cloud.
TrueSight also makes mobile IT management a reality. With flexible support for iPad,
iPhone, and Android, TrueSight delivers leading operations management and capacity
optimization capabilities for today’s mobile, social, always-on world. TrueSight gives
IT the insight and perspective needed to support availability and drive performance.

technology prioritizes events according
to business impact, allowing IT operations
to focus on what matters most to the
business
• TrueSight automates the capacity

management and planning activities as
well as the support and integrated demand
and capacity management process
• TrueSight provides capacity and cost

visibility to all stakeholders and tenants,
improving operational efficiency and
promoting tighter process integration
and cooperation between IT operations
and applications teams

KEY BENEFITS
• Reduce # of false alarms by 90% with

probable cause analysis
• Build simple service models in 5 minutes

with auto-detecting Application Context
Views
• Get unprecedented capacity

management insight with 50 out of the
box reporting templates and 16 views
• Predict capacity requirements with 21

different forecasting models

TrueSight Capacity Optimization
provides capacity and cost visibility while
minimizing business risks, supporting
decision making on IT investments, and
enabling IT to be flexible and agile.

PRODUCT DETAILS
Operational Efficiency: Move beyond organizational siloes
and promote operational efficiency.

User-centric Design: Gain deep visibility into application
performance from a customer perspective.

Unprecedented Visibility: Gain visibility —from device to
application, from systems to services, whether running on a
traditional, private, or hybrid cloud.

Planning Capabilities: Anticipate capacity requirements from
existing and future workloads and optimize resources to avoid
overspending and risks.

Granular Insight: Attain granular insight into infrastructure
health and performance through a single pane of glass.

BMC‘s TrueSight accelerates a much needed advance in the modernization of IT’s abilities
for proactive monitoring, managing and resolving the increasingly complex problems of
delivering IT services. This approach places them at the “head of the pack.” No other
vendor has adopted and implemented an equivalently comprehensive integration of
function with a comparable focus on the user’s experience.”
Rich Ptak
Ptak Associates

FOR MORE INFORMATION
To learn more about BMC TrueSight, please
visit bmc.com/truesight

TrueSight Operations Management converges the application and
infrastructure perspective, from any device, across physical, virtual,
and cloud environments. TrueSight examines operational norms,
automatically reveals abnormalities, measures service impact, and
proactively identifies risk to ensure the applications and services
business depends on keep running.
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BMC
– Bring IT to Life
BMC – Bring IT to Life.
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